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	The selling, marketing, and business tips you need to succeed


	eBay is the perfect place to learn the ropes of what it's like running an online business. It provides the tools, technology, and platform a would-be entrepreneur needs to launch their first successful small business. It takes some know-how, however, to get that business off the ground and grow it into a success. In eBay Business All-in-One For Dummies, Marsha Collier shares the expertise she gained as one of eBay's first Power Sellers on how to get ahead, stay ahead, and expand your business onto other platforms when it's time to grow.

	eBay continues to grow as it connects new individuals with items to sell with would-be buyers every day. Combining essential information covering seven key topics, this all-encompassing guide shows fledgling entrepreneurs how to sell like a pro, present and market your items, become a power seller, deal with office and legal issues, and so much more.

		
			Discover the secrets behind driving views for listings
	
			Find out how to source merchandise for resale
	
			Get advice on the back-office tasks of running a business
	
			Grow your business beyond the eBay platform


	If you have an eye on building a business on eBay--and beyond--this is the one-stop guide you need to succeed.
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NX-OS and Cisco Nexus Switching: Next-Generation Data Center Architectures (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	Cisco® Nexus switches and the new NX-OS operating system are rapidly becoming the new de facto standards for data center distribution/aggregation layer networking. NX-OS builds on Cisco IOS to provide advanced features that will be increasingly crucial to efficient data center operations. NX-OS and Cisco...
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Beginning C# Game Programming (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Are you ready to try your hand at programming games using C#? "Beginning C# Game Programming" is your ideal introductory guide?designed to jumpstart your experience with C# and DirectX 9. It includes the fundamental topics you?ll need to know and covers additional topics that you?ll find helpful along the way. Begin with a comprehensive...
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PayPal APIs: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		There has never been a better time to have a keen interest in commerce. The Web has
	
		truly accelerated globalization and connected us all through a common network. Information
	
		can now be shared at mind-boggling rates, and entrepreneurs everywhere
	
		can truly reach a global audience if they’re clever (and...
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Foundation Website Creation with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2008
Coming to web development with a blank slate can be pretty intimidating. There are a lot of things to learn about the proper construction of a website. The most successful websites have a great deal of thought and work put into them before they’re even put into production.

Although it can be scary, there has never been a better...
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Examples and Counterexamples in Graph TheoryElsevier Limited, 1978

	It is a real pleasure, indeed an honor, for me to have been invited by

	Mike Capobianco and John Molluzzo to write an introduction to this

	imaginative and valuable addition to graph theory. Let me therefore present

	a few of my thoughts on the current status of graph theory and how their

	work contributes to the field.


...
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Mechanical and Spatial AptitudeLearning Express, 2001

	The ability to understand and use mechanical devices is critical for a job in many fields.Whether you decide to enter the military, apply for a government job, or take a job in private industry, you’ll have to take an entrance test that determines your skills and abilities. The military requires that all candidates take the ASVAB (Armed...
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